Test The Muslim World Expands Answers
the muslim world, - msturnbull - the muslim world, 600–1250 previewing main ideas islam, a monotheistic
religion begun by muhammad, developed during the 600s. its followers, called muslims, spread islam through
southwest and central asia, parts of africa, and europe. geography study the time line and the map. what were
some of the major cities of the muslim world? locate ... chapter 4 the rise of muslim states chapter 4 test
- chapter 4 the rise of muslim states form b chapter 4 test part 1: multiple choice choose the letter of the best
answer. (4 points each) chapter 4, form b formal assessment ____ 1. what parts of the world did the umayyad
empire include by the 700s? a. all of europe, and parts of africa and asia b. parts of asia, africa, and europe
chapter 10: the muslim world, 600–1250 - muslim culture muslim society (pages 273 274) where and how
did muslims live? the muslim empire included people of many different lands and cultures. major cities arose
in the muslim world. they included córdoba and cairo, centers of muslim rule in spain and north africa, and
baghdad, the abbasid capital. muslim society was divided into four chapters 3 and 4 study guide answer
key: islam - in 1320 ibn battutah traveled to africa, india, china and spain. muslim scholars combined the
indian number system with the greek science of mathematics. al-khwarizmi used these new ideas to write a
math textbook on al-jabr. where was the first muslim public hospital built? baghdad. what two forms of
literature were popular in the muslim world? islam test review - scholarsglobe - 27. who stopped the
muslim invasion of europe at the battle of tours? 28. who was the first caliph? 29. islamic paintings largely
consisted of _____ and _____. 30. which muslim dynasty conquered the middle east, north africa, and into
spain? 31. which muslim dynasty created islam’s golden age? multiple choice quiz - harold b. lee library multiple choice quiz 1. in islam, the supreme central focus and authority is a. allah b. caliph c. muhammad d.
imam 2. what is the most populous muslim country in the world? a. saudi arabia b. indonesia c. pakistan d. iraq
3. the word “islam” means a. those who follow muhammad b. surrender to god chapter 10 600-1250
section 3: muslim culture - 1 slide 1 chapter 10 the muslim world, 600-1250 tolerance of other cultures and
a focus on learning help muslim leaders build an empire that includes parts of asia, africa, and europe.
chapter 10 guided reading muslim culture - a. summarizing as you read about muslim culture, write notes
to help you summarize muslim achievements in each area. b. drawing conclusions on the back of this paper,
deﬁne calligraphy and explain why it was a particularly appropriate form of art for muslims. name date guided
reading muslim culture section 3 10chapter 1. muslim society 2.
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